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	Attachment 1 - Ch. NR 166 relating to the Safe Drinking Water Loan Program
	Responsiveness Summary
	Rec'd From	Code Section	Proposed Code Language	Comment	Code Modified?	New Language
	MSA	NR 166.03	n/a	Please define “Core project” here.  Possible wording: ‘Core Project includes the scored project and any related work and resources needed to achieve the project’s purpose.’:  	Yes.	DNR has added the following definition to the code: 166.03(15a) "Core scope of work" means the set of activities, items, and work that is specific to and necessary for constructing and putting into operation a scored project."
	MSA	NR 166.03	n/a	Please provide a “De Minimis” definition here.	No.	DNR is concerned that any definition we establish now for de minimus may not be appropriate in the future as the economy and the needs of municipal governments change.  DNR had a public comment period before establishing the current policy regarding de minimis costs.  The policy is published on DNR's website at http://dnr.wi.gov/Aid/documents/EIF/Guide/SystemWideCosts.pdf. 
	MSA	NR 166.03	n/a	Consider including Non-revenue water definition here.  See also comment later regarding non-revenue water scoring.	Yes.  In the scoring section (NR 166.23 (3) (v).  Not adding a definition because "non-revenue water" is used only in 166.23 (3) (v).	(v) Four points shall be awarded if the public water system currently has non-revenue water in excess of 30% of the total amount of water that enters the distribution system, or water losses exceeding 25% for public water systems with 1,000 customers or less, or water losses exceeding 15% for public water systems with more than 1,000 customers, and the project reduces the amount of non-revenue water within the system.
	MSA	NR 166.03(1)	“Action level” or “AL”  is the concentration of lead or copper in water which determines, in some cases, the treatment requirements that a public water system is required to complete.	 Consider inserting: ‘has the meaning defined in NR 809.04(1), and ‘	Yes.	The code has been changeed to read: "Action level" or "AL" has the meaning given in s. NR 809.04 (1)."  Note:  In s. NR 809.04 (1), "action level" is the concentration of lead or copper in water which determines, in some cases, the treatment requirements that a public water system is required to complete.
	MSA	NR 166.03(14)(d)	Installing new  mechanical, electrical, electronic, or piping equipment or facilities.	 Please delete “New” . Consider: a refurbished generator is an affordable and reliable piece of equipment.	No.  	DNR notes that the word "including" in the (14)(d)(intro) means that what follows is not an all-inclusive list.
	MSA	NR 166.03(17)	“Debt” means a financial liability that is subject to repayment and incurred to fund a scored project , including  liabilities in the form of bond anticipation notes, general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, general obligation promissory notes, certificates of indebtedness, and special assessment bonds.	 Always a scored project?	Yes.	DNR added "line of credit" to the types of financial liabilities.  This definition always applies to a "project".  Removed the word "scored" from the definition.  Code now reads: "Debt means a financial liability that is subject to repayment and incurred to fund a project, including liabilities in the form of lines of credit, bond anticipation notes, general obligation bonds . . ."
	MSA	NR 166.03(17)	“Debt” means a financial liability that is subject to repayment and incurred to fund a scored project , including  liabilities in the form of bond anticipation notes, general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, general obligation promissory notes, certificates of indebtedness, and special assessment bonds.	 "but not limited to" has been removed.  Please include the definition of ‘including’ below.	No.	DNR notes that the term "including" means that what follows is not an all-inclusive list, and removing the term "but not limited to" follows the directions for rule drafting from the the Legislative Clearinghouse. 
	MSA	NR 166.03(23)(d)	Inspecting  or supervising any of the activities under pars. (a) to (d) or under sub. 	 Would ‘observation’ be a better word? Contractually an engineer no longer ‘inspects’ the work because of legal separation of authority and liability.	Yes. 	DNR has revised the code to read "Observing, inspecting, or supervising any of the activities under pars. (a) to (c) or under sub. (14)."
	MSA	NR 166.03(24)(a)	Providing a loan, principal forgiveness , a guarantee, or credit enhancement  to a local governmental unit.	 Consider adding ‘negative interest rate,	No.  	Negative interest rates are not part of the WI SDWLP.  
	MSA	NR 166.03(24)(a)	Providing a loan, principal forgiveness , a guarantee, or credit enhancement  to a local governmental unit.	 Consider adding ‘or other permissible means as directed by the state or federal agencies’	No. 	DNR notes that the term "including" means that what follows is not an all-inclusive list.   
	MSA	NR 166.03(29)	“Interim financing” means a debt of a local governmental unit incurred to temporarily finance a project until permanent financing is obtained from the department under this chapter.	Please include definition for “Includes”:  ‘Includes (and related forms) means ‘Includes but is not limited to.’	No.  	DNR notes that the term "but not limited to" is not to be included in rule language, following the directions for rule drafting from the the Legislative Clearinghouse.
	MSA	NR 166.03(32)	“Maintenance” means preservation of the functional integrity and efficiency of a water system through repair of unscheduled and scheduled deficiencies in components of the water system, such as its equipment and structures, including any of the following types of maintenance	"Maintenance" items are INELIGIBLE for SDWLP funding!! per NR166.07 Cost Eligibility (2)(q)	Yes.	DNR modified the definition of maintenance to clarify items that are not eligible for SDWLP funding.  The code now reads: "Maintenance means activities or procedures that are established, commonplace, or repetitious, and are performed or should be performed frequently or on a schedule to sustain the functional integrity and efficiency of existing facilities and to provide upkeep for prevention of early decline or failure, or are performed as needed in response to minor emergencies, such as watermain repair or replacement when a pipe bursts, including the following types of maintenance:"
	MSA	NR 166.03(32)(c )	Mobile equipment maintenance, including all corrective, preventive, emergency, or replacement maintenance  work done on mobile equipment assets.	 Some communities can only afford to buy used trucks, mobile generators, etc. If they need to do some kind of repair or replacement on the item, does this language rule that out as part of the “used equipment purchase package”?	Yes.  	DNR concurs with the comment and has added an exception.  The following is added to the code: ". . . . work done on mobile equipment assets, except when performed at time of purchase of used equipment to bring the purchased equipment to a fully functional or improved condition, or both."
	MSA	NR 166.03(32)(f )	Emergency maintenance including unscheduled activities and repairs, such as repairing a watermain break, typically initiated within a very short amount of time from when a need is identified, to correct an emergency need to prevent injury, loss of property, or human health impacts, or to quickly return an asset to service .	Repairs related to an event or situation beyond their control are necessary to include for communities. Situations where FEMA would not provide complete (or partial) replacement/ repair due to a tornado, sabotage, flash flooding, excessively  cold conditions that fail equipment, or other situations that are emergency in nature and would be dealt with using perhaps a temporary loan but need to be refinanced affordably.  For instance: consider a finished water reservoir unavoidably failed by freezing due to an excessively cold winter, which  insurance determines is not a covered event, and  not covered by FEMA, or the replacement fund (expected life 60 years?) but cost the community a minimum of $350,000 and up. Consider a community that has a flash flood and the insurance doesn’t cover it (“flooding” is typically not a covered risk),  FEMA pays for a piece (or doesn’t) but won’t cover the full damages, CDBG ULN either says ‘NO’ or can only cover 500K of the cost, and the community cannot handle a GO debt of the needed size or the cost of a market revenue bond.  Consider that now that cyber-attacks have been documented on facilities such as water and sewer plants, the impact on not only the SCADA but likely damage of equipment would be a large or perhaps overwhelming burden on a utility/ municipality.  In all of these cases they must act immediately but that doesn’t mean there were funds set aside (or that there even should have been funds set aside), but the ability to comply with health and safety requirements is in immediate jeopardy, and they must act quickly to restore safe supply to the required levels.  Affordable funds may not be available from any other source than the SDWLP loan funds.  DNR currently allows variances, but this addition seems to negate that possibility.  Please delete this entire subsection from ‘maintenance’ since it is not recurring or day-to-day maintenance, or at least consider a qualifier or dollar amount such as’ maintenance costing less than $50K’ such as you did with the other subsections.	Yes.  	Staff have discussed the need to adjust policies to deal with climate change.  Based on the comment we are modifying the current sentence and adding language at the end of the paragraph.  "Emergency maintenance, including unscheduled activities and repairs, such as repairing watermain breaks or mechanical malfunctions in aged or damaged infrastructure, typically initiated within a very short amount of time from when a need is identified to correct an emergency need to prevent injury, loss of property, or human health impacts, or to quickly return an asset to service, excepting emergency repairs or replacement needed due to damage caused by severe weather, cyber attacks, or other unforeseen serious emergency situations over which the municipality has no control."
	MSA	NR 166.03(32)(h)	Demolition occurring outside of the safe drinking water loan program project site or that is not necessary for construction of a safe drinking water loan program project .	 Properly abandoning and demolishing wellhouses, pipe sections,  or wells is important for the integrity of the system but could easily be outside the project site, and not necessary for the new well to work, but a legitimate expense. Consider adding ‘,or not identified in  or consistent with the scored project’.	Yes.  	DNR agrees and has modified the language to read: "Demolition that does not meet the cost eligibility criteria established in s. NR 166.07 (1) (g)."
	MSA	NR 166.03(47)	“Professional services” includes engineering, archaeological, legal, or financial services, provided by a formally certified member of a professional body, such as a trade association or organized profession.	 Consistency on definitions	Yes.	Adding "legal" to s. NR 166.07(1)(q)intro.  Code now reads:  "(q) Professional services.  Engineering, architectural, legal, and other professional services and fees, including the following:"
	MSA	NR 166.03(55)(b)	The planned set of activities of the project includes construction activities that are reasonably necessary and appropriate to address a single public health or water system concern.	 This terms ‘single’ and ‘concern’ have been previously interpreted to  narrow a concern artificially from for example a “safe supply” which would require a rehabilitated well/wellhouse/treatment with upsized  mains that are not cracked and a new tower that doesn’t have lead paint and holes, to three or more ‘projects’ that individually do not solve the community’s true single concern, but go after pieces of it..  Consider defining the scope of the word ‘concern’.	No.  	DNR notes that the purpose of splitting projects that address multiple public health or water system concerns into separate projects is to ensure that, with limited funding available, the highest priority work receives funding over lower priority work.  
	MSA	NR 166.03(65)	“Women business enterprise” or “WBE” means a DBE  that is owned or controlled on a daily basis by a woman or women.	 The definition provided for a WBE by the EPA, per 40 CFR 33 is “Entities that are at least 51% owned and/or controlled by women (under the 10% and 8% statutes)”.  Even though this was deleted, will this 51% definition still be maintained by the DNR to qualify a WBE?	No.  	DNR notes that the definition of DBE includes the criteria for a WBE and further notes that a woman-owned business not certified as a WDBE by DOT cannot be considered a WBE for the program.
	MSA	NR 166.06(1)(b)4	Install or replace transmission and distribution pipes to prevent contamination caused by leaks or breaks in the pipe, or improve water pressure to safe levels. 	 Should the wording “rehabilitate” be incorporated in this section to allow for trenchless technologies to be applied to address infrastructure needs?	Yes.	DNR has modified code language to read: "Install, replace, or rehabilitate transmission and distribution pipes . . ."
	MSA	NR 166.06(2)(k)	Any project from which no construction costs can be funded through the SDWLP, including a request to finance planning and design costs at the time they are being incurred prior to bidding a project, unless another governmental agency is providing financing for the construction costs and the department receives acceptable documentation  of the other agency’s commitment.	 What is considered acceptable documentation?  	Yes. 	DNR agrees that clarity is needed and modified the language, giving the department the ability to assess the adequacy of the documentation based on the other agency's protocols.  New sentence reads: "Any project from which no construction costs are to be funded through the SDWLP, unless another governmental agency is providing financing for the construction costs and the department receives acceptable documentation of the other agency’s commitment, as determined by the department."  
	MSA	NR 166.07(1)(q)	Professional services.  Engineering, legal, architectural, and other professional services and fees, including the following:	 There is legal included in various location, however it should also be here to be consistent.	Yes.	Adding "legal" to s. NR 166.07(1)(q)intro.  Code now reads:  "(q) Professional services.  Engineering, architectural, legal, and other professional services and fees, including the following:"
	MSA	NR 166.07(1)(q)18	Producing as-built  drawings.	 Change to record drawings	Yes.	DNR moved "Producing as-built drawings" to NR 166.07(1)(f) Construction activities. DNR also changed NR 166.07(1)(q)18 to "Producing record drawings."
	MSA	NR 166.07(1)(r)2	Reconnecting water service lines due to the rehabilitation  of a publicly−owned water system.	 Replacement or rehabilitation	No.  	DNR notes that rehabilitation of a publicly-owned water system can include replacement of a variety of components.
	MSA	NR 166.07(2)(k)	Laboratory fees incurred for activities related to monitoring.	What about monitoring water quality and impact to private wells located nearby to a proposed municipal well.  Often monitoring (not necessarily testing) is required by the department.	Yes. 	DNR modified the code language to read:  "Laboratory fees incurred for activities related to monitoring, except when the monitoring is project-specfic."
	MSA	NR 166.08(1)(a)	The online intent to apply form is completed and submitted by October 31 .	 Consider adding for all occurrances of this date: ‘(*or an alternate date as published a minimum of 6 months prior to that date)’.   	No. 	The date identified in the code provides certainty and should be included in the code.  If a new date is needed in the future, it can be addressed in future code revisions.
	MSA	NR 166.08(1)(b)	An alternate method of delivery is used due to a problem with the online form . 	 Alternative methods for delivery should not be restricted to only if there is a “problem with the online form”.  Please consider communities that do not have internet, or do not have computers.  What is the definition of a “problem” with the online form?  So far, the system that the DNR has set up for electronic submittal is accessed only after DNR has approved a username/password/”role” for a community/consultant.  This database is 100% internal and managed by the DNR Switchboard;.  Please consider revision:  “An alternate method of delivery is typically used if the online form is not readily accessible for an applicant, or there are technical difficulties.”	Yes. 	DNR will reword to provide additional flexibility if sufficient justification for not using the online form is provided. DNR notes that all facilities must have internet access and WAMS IDs for submittal of information for other DNR programs.  New language will read "An alternate method of delivery is used due to inability to access or electronically submit the online electronic form if appropriate justification accompanies the alternate submittal".   
	MSA	NR 166.10(2)(f)	Copies of executed engineering contracts for planning and design if funds are requested for planning and design, and a copy of the executed contract for construction management, if available at the time of application submittal .	 If there is not an executed construction contract, the ESTIMATED construction administration amount may be put in the budget for the application.	No.	DNR notes that no change to code language is needed but has the following response to the question raised: 'yes, that is correct.'
	MSA	NR 166.10(2)(f)	Copies of executed engineering contracts for planning and design if funds are requested for planning and design, and a copy of the executed contract for construction management, if available at the time of application submittal .	A DRAFT contract is no longer required for applications.  Is that correct?	No.	DNR notes that no change to code language is needed but has the following response to the question raised:  'yes, that is correct.'
	MSA	NR 166.11(1)(c)3	If a contract is awarded to other than the low responsive , responsible bidder, a legal opinion that the award complies with applicable state statutes and administrative codes.	 If low bidder is determined to be non-responsive (i.e. did not comply with DBE requirements, did not provide all documents required for complete bid) then community does NOT need legal opinion of statutory compliance. Correct?	Yes. 	DNR concurs with the comment and has made the following clarification to the code relating to what is required under what circumstances.  New code language reads: "166.11(1)(c)3. If an applicant awards a construction or equipment contract to other than the lowest bidder, one of the following:  a. Written documentation of the reasons why the lowest bidder is considered nonresponsive or nonresponsible. b. A legal opinion stating that the award to other than the lowest responsive, responsible bidder meets the requirements of municipal bidding law."
	MSA	NR 166.12(4)(a)1.b.	Contacting DBEs via telephone, faxed or mailed letter, e-mail, or other methods  of correspondence, informing them of the project and encouraging their participation.	 Possibly add ‘documentable’.  Having ‘proof’ at least available, if not submitted, would be preferable for the protection of the municipality.	Yes. 	DNR concurs that more clarification is needed and has modified the code to read: "NR 166.12(4)(a)1.a.  Including a sentence in bid advertisements that encourages DBEs to submit bids or proposals, and submitting a copy of the advertisement to DNR.  (4)(a)1.b. Contacting DBEs via telephone, faxed or mailed letter, e-mail, or other methods of correspondence, informing the DBEs of the project and encouraging their participation, and submitting documentation of those contacts to DNR.  (4)(a)1.c. Advertising the project in trade publications, and submitting a copy of the advertisement and evidence of publishing to DNR."
	MSA	NR 166.12(4)(a)2	Arrange timeframes for contracts and establish delivery schedules when possible in a way that encourages and facilitates participation by DBEs in the competitive process, including posting solicitations for bids or proposals for at least 30 calendar days before  the bid or proposal closing date, when possible.	 Current state standard for public bids is a class 2 notice, so the prime gets the ad for bid sometimes about 2 weeks before the bid date.  To then provide subs a 30 day window is not realistic.  When bidding, a week often has to be sufficient to provide a proposal.  If it takes 30 days to put together a proposal to submit to a prime, it could be concluded that that sub-contractor lacks the ability/qualifications to successfully execute the project , DBE or not.	No.  	DNR notes that this language comes directly from the EPA regulations and guidelines.
	MSA	NR 166.12(7)(c)	Contract change orders.  1. The recipient shall secure a fair and reasonable price for each contract change order and submit each change order and all associated backup documentation to the department construction management engineer within 90 days of execution  of the change order.	 This is not always possible to meet the time test in refinancing projects.	Yes. 	DNR added language to address refinancing projects.NR 166.12(7)(c) now reads " . . . within 90 days of execution of the change order, or, for change orders executed 90 days or more prior to submittal of the SDWLP application, within 30 days of the date on which DNR receives the application."   
	MSA	NR 166.19(3)	RECORD RETENTION.  (a) The recipient and contractors of recipients shall preserve and make their records available to the department for a minimum of 3 years from the date the department notifies the recipient that the project is closed out .	 In agreement with 29CFR?	Yes. 	DNR modified the code to ensure records are available for whichever is later--3 years past project closeout or 3 years after final completion of the project, which will enable auditors to review SDWLP project information for projects refinanced with SDWLP funds as well as those constructed with SDWLP funds.  This is consistent with 29 CFR.  Code language now reads: "NR 166.19(3)(a)  The recipient and its contractors shall retain and make all files, books, documents, and records relating to the construction of the scored project available to the department for a minimum of either 3 years from the date the department notifies the recipient that the project closeout is complete or 3 years from final completion of construction, whichever is later."      DNR also created: "NR 166.17(3)(d)  All other files and records relating to the scored project shall be retained so long as this FAA remains in effect.  As-built plans for the project shall be retained for the useful life of the project."
	MSA	NR 166.23(3)(v)	Four points shall be awarded if the public water system currently has non-revenue water in  excess of 30% of the total amount of water that enters the distribution system and the project reduces the amount of non-revenue water within the system.	 This used to say "documented water loss"...Does this now include authorized system uses as well as water losses (real and apparent)? This puts breaks and leaks on even footing with fire protection and flushing mains.  Is this in accordance with the overall purpose of the funds?	Yes. 	DNR clarified code language to be consistent with PSC's guidelines, with the national effort to address water loss and water efficiency, and with the PSC's requirements for water utility reporting.  Code language now reads: "(v) Four points shall be awarded if the public water system currently has non-revenue water in excess of 30% of the total amount of water that enters the distribution system, or water losses exceeding 25% for public water systems with 1,000 customers or less, or water losses exceeding 15% for public water systems with more than 1,000 customers, and the project reduces the amount of non-revenue water within the system."
	MSA	NR 166.23(4)(f)	Five points shall be awarded if the applicant has a dedicated replacement fund for the water system .	 Did not incorporate the following change: "(g) Five points shall be awarded if the applicant has a source water protection plan for its surface water source. GREAT LAKES"	No.  	DNR staff discussed this comment and determined that awarding additional points for source water protection plans was not appropriate in assessing points for project priority.  
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